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INTRODUCTION

Paul Atkinson (@eccucourse)

This series of editorials will provide CJEM readers with the opportunity to hear differing perspectives on topics pertinent to the practice of emergency medicine (EM). The debaters have been allocated opposing arguments on topics on which there is some controversy or perhaps scientific equipoise.

We continue with the topic of whose responsibility it is to write admission orders for patients being admitted to the hospital from the emergency department (ED). By writing admission orders, are emergency physicians reinforcing the idea that they are working “for” attendings and are not specialists in their own right? Alternatively, are they simply ensuring that patient safety is maintained pragmatically until the admitting doctor is available? Might writing orders actually promote ongoing poor behaviour by admitting physicians, who can then delay their assessment of their new patient? Or does it contribute to physician wellness by allowing on-call physicians to rest more, out of hours?

Dr. Paul Pageau, academic and clinician, as well as past president of the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP), makes the argument, consistent with the official CAEP position statement, that it is dangerous for emergency physicians (EP) to write admission orders for patients being admitted, with Drs. Robin Clouston and Jo Ann Talbot, both active academics, quality experts, and clinicians, responding that it is safe and responsible for ensuring patients have their orders completed by whoever is present and willing.

Readers can follow the debate on Twitter and vote for either perspective, by going to @CJEMonline or by searching #CJEMdebate.

FOR

Paul Pageau (@PageauP)

We are not your house staff—why EPs should not write orders for hospital admissions. Imagine, for a moment, that you are a patient in the ED. You are unfortunately quite ill. You have been assessed, diagnosed, and treated for your acute illness by a competent EP. You are told that you require care in the hospital and must be admitted. Your initial anxiety has been eased by the effective, competent care in the ED. The EP, however, is now explaining that although you will be staying in the hospital, the physician taking over care will not see you until the next morning. “OK,” you say anxiously, wondering who is in charge of your care.

In some institutions, this is common. In others, this never happens because the admitting physicians or a delegate attends to their patients in the ED, assesses their condition, checks the treatment plan, and writes the admission orders. Policy and best practices tell us that EPs should not write orders for hospital admissions. CAEP has a clear policy recommending against the practice of writing admission orders. The American
College of Physicians policy on Writing Admission and Transition Orders states: “best patient care occurs when there is no ambiguity as to which clinician is responsible for the care of a patient.” The clinician in charge of a hospitalized patient’s care is established when she accepts responsibility for the patient’s care by verbal or written communication, by policy, or by providing, authorizing, or writing admission orders for that patient.” Other international EM organizations have produced similar statements. These policy statements recognize the modern-day role of an EP. Many years ago, long before Grant Innes was publishing CJEM from his basement or before Ian Stiell was puzzled why every ankle was getting an X-ray, EPs were defined by where they worked, not what they did. “Emergency rooms,” if they existed at all, were staffed by interns. Every task in the ED was a delegated task. Well, EM has grown up. EPs are not delegated house staff any more.

EM is now a recognized specialty providing “… a unique set of competencies required for the timely evaluation, diagnosis, treatment and disposition of all patients with injury, illness and/or behavioral disorders requiring expeditious care, 24/7/365.” The CAEP definition goes on to state that EM is “the coordination of patient care across multiple healthcare venues and providers.” The Royal College has set out comprehensive competencies for EPs in Canada. While these include skills for the transition of care, they do not include inpatient care. It seems illogical that there is no expectation for EPs to provide ongoing inpatient care, yet there is an expectation of establishing the parameters for that ongoing care by writing admission orders.

Although EM in Canada has grown up, it has complexities arising from geography and history. We are a large country with greater than 90% of our population living in or near towns and cities larger than 10,000 people. However, in the remote rural corners of our country, we have family physicians providing emergency care. In these settings, many of the family physicians are simultaneously providing essential emergency care and in-patient care. Unique solutions and agreements between local physicians in smaller centres are necessary to respond to the realities of these settings. This, however, does not mean that all EPs in all EDs in Canada should be expected to write admission orders.

The simple question of whether EPs should write admission orders raises important issues regarding the scope of EM and the risks inherent in the handover of care to in-patient physicians. Handover of care is a high-risk event. A lack of clarity during handover can be dangerous for admitted patients. EPs accepting this liability and quality risk are compromising best patient care. Indeed, the only benefit they are providing is for their consultant colleagues, who, as a result, get a better night’s sleep, and worse, they may be perpetuating the myth of EPs as the interns of the hospital.

Is there an efficiency argument in support of EPs to writing admission orders? The answer is no. EPs are master problem solvers who do what is necessary to get the right care for their patients at the right time—from stabilizing and initiating treatment to transferring to another facility or arranging a safe discharge plan. When EPs take the time and do the work of an admitting physician by writing admission orders, they are taking time and care away from the next patient who is waiting for emergency care. They are also enabling consultants and admitting physicians to delay initial assessments for their patients.

Prolonged ED wait times and delayed transfer to inpatient wards are epidemic in our health care system. This is particularly a problem in larger academic and community centres. If admission orders are the rate-limiting step for transfer to the ward, then the EP problem solver feels forced to write the orders to free up a bed for the next sick patient. However, this “problem” is systemic and requires much larger scale solutions directed to the dysfunction within our hospital inpatient processes.

As a patient, would you not be more reassured by an undisputed handover of your care for that illness for which you are being admitted? National, international policy, and best practices think you would be. Your new care team should be guided by the orders established by the admitting physician with the specialized skills required of inpatient care. The CAEP position statement against writing admission orders remains relevant and important for today’s EP. In-patient care is not part of the practice of modern-day EM, and EPs should not be expected to write admission orders for their admitted patients.

AGAINST

Robin Clouston (@RobinVictoriaC) and Jo-Ann Talbot (@sjrhem)

We are all in this together—why it is OK for EPs to write admission orders. In a hypothetically perfect world, once
an EP determined that a patient needed to be admitted, he or she would call the attending physician who would promptly “attend” to the ED, examine the patient, and write comprehensive admission orders. Does anyone practice in this idyllic environment? This was the expectation in the 1990s when EM organizations were writing policies that recommended against EPs writing admission orders. The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) updated their policy, most recently, in 2017 to state that it is acceptable to write holding orders or transitions orders. The policy of CAEP was written in 1997 and has not been revised since, leaving Canadian EPs with some cognitive dissonance between our real-world practice and the advice of our national specialty society.

The official policy of the CAEP is that writing admission orders is the responsibility of the inpatient physician. At face value, such a policy could make our lives easier—less work for the EP! However, just as we would question the motives of the specialty colleague who tells us on the phone, “It’s not my job to look after that type of patient!” so, too, should we question the merit of a policy that seeks to decrease our workload, without first examining its true effect on the quality of care we give our patients.

Certainly, any admission orders written by an EP should be limited to urgent treatments, essential home medications, and nursing instructions for the next 8–12 hours until they can be reviewed by the inpatient team. EP written admission orders are time-limited “holding orders” or “transition orders,” and this is the safest way to view them.

Although the practice of EPs writing holding orders has not been shown to improve patient safety, it has certainly been shown to reduce the length of stay in the ED. We know from robust crowding literature that prolonged length of stay in the ED leads to poor outcomes in elderly, stroke, and critically ill patients. Treatment delays lead to increased morbidity and mortality. As writing holding orders may reduce the ED length of stay, it has the potential to improve outcomes for ED patients.

The position statement of CAEP on overcrowding suggests that, following the admission decision, there should be a median time of transfer to an inpatient bed of two hours. Do you know a consultant who is always able to complete a thorough assessment and write orders within this time frame? Alternatively, when the EP writes holding orders, these can be written at the point of admission decision, providing a timely care plan to the patient and a welcome relief for nursing staff, who can arrange for a ward bed. This is both patient-centred care and efficient for ED flow.

In Canada’s large urban academic hospitals, it makes perfect sense for the admitting team’s resident to assess the patient in the ED and write the admission orders. However, resident duty hours in Canada decreased in 2013, based on research demonstrating increased medical errors after 24 hours of call. Additionally, 75% of EPs work in large urban non-academic, small urban, or rural centres. In these hospitals, without 24-hour in-house coverage, when a stable patient requires admission, it may be unreasonable to expect an on-call physician to come to the hospital for the sole purpose of writing orders. In fact, to do so may limit the daytime care such a physician can provide to the community because of increased fatigue-related medical errors. In such a setting, it is perfectly acceptable and a service to our colleagues to phone the on-call physician, review the case, and write holding orders.

EPs who oppose writing transition orders often cite concerns of legal liability. In an ACEP survey, none of the 14 respondents were aware of any litigation resulting from EPs writing transition orders, and one respondent reported that his group had 40 million patient visits over seven years without a single claim related to writing orders. The only related legal case reported supported the EP, indicating that the hospitalist was responsible for updating the orders. The ACEP survey endorsed that emergency doctors were more likely to be protected when they had written orders or documented their discussions on the chart.

Additionally, how well do EPs communicate their plans when discussing admissions? A 2010 study in which EP to hospitalist handover interactions were recorded and analyzed found that the average handover lasted one to three minutes and that the EP spoke 68% of the time. The language used in 90% of the content was information-giving, leaving little time for exploration of issues or confirmation of understanding. Relying on this brief transmitter-oriented conversation to safely convey the intentions for ongoing patient care can be risky and may contribute to the significant adverse events attributed to handovers identified by the Joint Commission for Transforming Health Care.

Policies that advise against EPs writing admission orders are outdated and from an era when EPs were interns and attendings were available to manage ED
patients quickly. Newer policies, developed in our current reality of EM specialists with full responsibility for clearly communicating disposition decisions and in the setting of widespread hospital crowding, support the writing of transition or holding orders. These orders are a written, time-limited plan that includes urgent treatments to help move the patient from the ED to the ward. There, they will be further evaluated by the admitting team who are less fatigued by interruptions and trips to the ED. This strategy reduces the length of ED stay that has the potential to improve patient outcomes. Legally, this may be more protective than trying to communicate the care plans in brief, one-sided conversations. A safer approach would be to write the holding orders and regard this process as a final review of the patient. Am I happy with my patient’s clinical status? Do these orders make sense? Have I communicated the plan to the patient, family, and nurse? If seen as such, the writing of holding orders becomes a valuable tool for completion of a thorough ED assessment and a service to our patients—and should we not all be advocating for safe and complete patient assessments?
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